Benign Hepatic Neoplasms: An Imaging Review
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Introduction

Focal lesions in the liver are a common clinical problem and a significant proportion of these are benign, particularly those which are detected incidentally. In most cases, characteristic imaging appearance may enable noninvasive diagnosis. Occasionally, atypical and overlapping imaging features can lead to a diagnostic conundrum. While computed tomography (CT) remains the workhorse for evaluation of focal liver lesions, magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) offers additional information, useful in characterization, and is thus preferred for focal liver lesions. The other challenge includes rarely observed masses, with little knowledge about their imaging features. It is therefore imperative for the radiologist to be aware of typical and atypical features of commonly encountered benign liver tumors on different imaging modalities.

Benign liver tumors are classified either according to their cell of origin or on the basis of morphological features encountered on contrast-enhanced cross-sectional imaging. The former classification divides the tumors into tumors of hepatocellular, cholangiocellular, and mesenchymal origin. Morphologically, the lesions can be divided into those which display arterial phase hyperenhancement and those which do not. This review describes the benign hepatic tumors with an emphasis on the classification based on their histological origin.

Tumors of Hepatocellular Origin

These neoplasms develop due to deranged development and proliferation of primitive hepatocytes and include hepatocellular adenoma (HCA), focal nodular hyperplasia, and regenerative nodules.

Adenoma

HCAs are rare benign tumors of hepatocellular origin. HCAs are most often seen in females with a history of oral contraceptive (OCP) use. The other predisposing factors include anabolic steroid use in males and underlying glycogen storage disease.
HCAs are typically solitary (80%); however, multiple adenomas may develop in the setting of glycogen storage disease. Pathologically, HCAs are well-circumscribed lesions with areas of hemorrhage and infarction. They are composed of well-differentiated hepatocytes without any bile ductal cells or portal triads. The risk of hemorrhage is due to large plates of cells separated by dilated sinusoids, only arterial supply without any portal venous supply and poor connective tissue support. HCAs can rarely undergo malignant transformation as well.3–4

HCAs are subgrouped into the following eight molecular subtypes: (1) hepatocyte nuclear factor 1 alpha (HNF-1α), (2) inflammatory, (3) β-catenin exon 3, (4) β-catenin exon 7/8, (5) sonic hedgehog, (6) mixed β-catenin exon 3 and inflammatory, (7) mixed β-catenin exon 7/8 and inflammatory, and (8) unclassified.4 Relevant features of the various subtypes are tabulated in – Table 1.

HCAs are usually asymptomatic and may present as increased inflammatory markers and abnormalities in liver function like in inflammatory HCAs. Risk of hemorrhage strongly correlates with the subtype (β-catenin exon 7/8 HCA and sonic hedgehog types showing the maximum association). The sonic hedgehog subtype, in particular, has shown significant increased risk of symptomatic bleeding.5 Size of the tumor (>5 cm) is also associated with histological hemorrhage, but it fails to show a statistically significant association with symptomatic bleeding.5 Risk of malignant transformation depends on the interplay of various factors including sex, clinical features, and genetics of the tumor. Predisposing features of malignant transformation include male sex, high alcohol intake, type 2 diabetes, and pathological features of fibrosis, cholestasis, and pseudoglandular formation, with the latter being associated with β-catenin activation. Tumor size, however, has not been shown to be associated with the risk of malignant transformation.4

Ultrasound (US) features of HCA are nonspecific and include a well-circumscribed heterogeneous echotexture lesion without lobulations. Contrast-enhanced US (CEUS) may show certain specific features, for example, the inflammatory subtype shows centripetal filling in and central washout, while the HNF-1α subtype shows no washout. On noncontrast CT (NCCT), adenomas are relatively hypodense, show arterial phase hyperenhancement (APHE), and become isoenhancing to the liver parenchyma on portal venous and delayed phase images.

MRI is the ideal imaging modality to distinguish between the subtypes of HCA because of its ability to demonstrate intravoxel fat and T2 signal. On MRI, HCAs show hyperintense signal on T1-weighted images due to hemorrhage, which is therefore not suppressed with fat saturation. These lesions show loss of signal in the opposed-phase images as compared with in-phase images due to the intracellular fat (characteristic in the HNF-1α subtype; – Fig. 1). Background liver parenchyma may also show diffuse fatty changes in addition to intralesional fat in HCAs. HCAs show heterogeneous hyperintense signal on T2-weighted (T2W) images (due to varying degrees of hemorrhage, necrosis, fat, and rarely calcification). T2 hyperintensity is marked in the inflammatory subtype, especially in periphery, which correlates with the presence of sinusoidal dilatation on pathology. On postcontrast sequences, APHE is seen, which may or may not persist in the portal phase. While nonhemorrhagic lesions show diffuse homogeneous APHE, the presence of intralesional necrosis and bleed may result in heterogeneous enhancement. Lack of washout in portal venous and delayed phases helps differentiate these lesions from hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC), which also contains fat in 40% cases.4 Usually, HCAs do not show any enhancement in the hepatobiliary phase (HBP) due to lack of uptake of hepatocyte-specific contrast agents. However, up to 20% cases may show persistent enhancement, which is especially observed in β-catenin-mutated HCAs.5,6 Expression of the organic anion transporting polypeptide (OATP) B1 and B3 transporter proteins is mainly responsible for the uptake of hepatobiliary contrast agents, and β-catenin activation contributes to overexpression of OATP B1/B3, with subsequent intermediate to high signal intensity in the HBP.5 Additionally, the inflammatory subtype of HCA may also show a central scar and enhancement in the HBP. Therefore, both variants may potentially mimic FNH.

The enhancement of HCA is classically described to progress from the periphery toward the center of the lesion and these dynamics may be appreciated on CEUS or digital subtraction angiography (DSA).5

The presence of 10 or more adenomas, involving both the lobes of the liver, is termed adenomatosis. Adenomatosis is associated with type 3 maturity-onset diabetes of the young (MODY3) and not associated with OCPs/androgens. These lesions usually show HNF-1α gene mutations.

Management of a hepatic adenoma needs to be tailored with every patient and is based upon the clinical profile, lesion size, risk of hemorrhage, and malignant transformation (– Fig. 2). In general, adenomas up to 5 cm in size can be kept on observation and follow-up, whereas those larger than 5 cm are resected due to the risk of hemorrhage.4 Surgery is also indicated for smaller adenomas with histology showing subtypes having propensity to bleed or undergo malignant degeneration.

**Focal Nodular Hyperplasia**

FNH is the second most common benign tumor of the liver after hemangioma. It has an incidence of 0.9%, is more common in women than in men (8:1), and occurs in the third to fifth decade of life. FNH is usually single; however, multiple lesions may be seen in 20% of cases.7 FNH occurs as a hyperplastic response of hepatocytes to abnormal blood flow without normal development of the portal tract.8 Bile ductules proliferate without communication with the biliary tree and Kupffer’s cells are present in abundance. FNH are usually asymptomatic and incidentally detected on imaging and rarely symptomatic (secondary to mass effect). They have no risk of malignancy, and complications like hemorrhage and rupture are unusual.

FNH is a well-circumscribed, nonencapsulated mass, usually smaller than 5 cm in size. On US, FNH is difficult...
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subtype</th>
<th>Genetic mutation</th>
<th>Demographic features</th>
<th>Complications</th>
<th>Specific imaging features</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HNF-1α</td>
<td>Inactivating mutations of hepatocyte nuclear factor 1 alpha (HNF-1α)</td>
<td>Common in females, associated with adenomatosis</td>
<td>Lowest risk of hemorrhage</td>
<td>CEUS: No washout on CEUS&lt;br&gt;MRI: Presence of intracellular fat; diffuse signal drop on T1-opposed phase; Background liver steatosis&lt;br&gt;Postcontrast: Arterial: moderate enhancement; Portal venous and delayed; no persistent enhancement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inflammatory (telangiectatic)</td>
<td>Janus kinase (JAK) signal transducer and activator of transcription (STAT) pathway activation; multiple other mutations</td>
<td>Associated with estrogen (OCP) exposure, glycogen storage disease</td>
<td>Association with hemorrhage</td>
<td>CEUS: Arterial: centripetal filling in late venous—central washout&lt;br&gt;MRI: Marked T2 hyperintensity, more in periphery (due to sinusoidal dilatation)&lt;br&gt;Postcontrast: Persistence of enhancement in portal venous, delayed, and hepatobiliary phases (so mimics FNH)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>β-catenin exon 3</td>
<td>Mutation in cadherins, exon 3</td>
<td>More common in males, associated with androgen exposure</td>
<td>Increased risk of malignant transformation to HCC due to TERT promoter mutation and positive glutamine synthetase</td>
<td>MRI: No T1- or T2-specific features&lt;br&gt;Postcontrast: Arterial: marked enhancement; Portal venous and delayed; may show washout; therefore mimicking HCC; Enhancement in hepatobiliary phases also described</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>β-catenin exon 7/8</td>
<td>Weak β-catenin mutation, activation of the Wnt/β-catenin pathway</td>
<td>Younger age</td>
<td>High association with hemorrhage</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sonic hedgehog</td>
<td>Activation of the sonic hedgehog pathway</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>High association with hemorrhage</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mixed β-catenin exon 3 and inflammatory</td>
<td>Inflammatory phenotype and activating mutations of exon 3</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mixed β-catenin exon 7/8 and inflammatory</td>
<td>Inflammatory phenotype and activating mutations of exon 7/8</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unclassified</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abbreviations: CEUS, contrast-enhanced ultrasound; FNH, focal nodular hyperplasia; HCC, hepatocellular carcinoma; MRI, magnetic resonance imaging; OCP, oral contraceptive; TERT, telomerase reverse transcriptase.

Note: MRI is the ideal imaging modality to distinguish between the subtypes of HCA.
Fig. 1  Hepatic adenoma in a 32-year-old woman with pain in the right hypochondrium. Axial T1-weighted (T1W) magnetic resonance (MR) images in in-phase (A) and (B) opposed phases demonstrate a well-marginated mass in segments VIII and VII of the right lobe, which appears hyperintense to adjacent liver on T1 in phase with significant diffuse signal drop on opposed phase, suggesting intravoxel fat. (C) On axial T2W image, the lesion appears mildly hyperintense. Background liver shows normal outline. (D) Axial postcontrast image in arterial phase demonstrates homogeneous nonrim hyperenhancement within the lesion. It shows (E) washout without any significant contrast retention on the portal venous phase and (F) appears hypointense on the hepatobiliary phase. The MR features suggested steatotic hypervascular lesion and presence of hepatocyte nuclear factor 1 alpha (HNF-1α) mutation was subsequently confirmed on biopsy.

Fig. 2  Management approach of an asymptomatic hepatocellular adenoma. GSD, glycogen storage disease; at-risk HCAs (hepatocellular adenomas): β-catenin exon 3, mixed β-catenin 3, and inflammatory HCA, sonic hedgehog subtype; non-at-risk HCA: HNF-1α (hepatocyte nuclear factor 1 alpha), inflammatory, β-catenin 7/8, mixed β-catenin 7/8, and inflammatory, unclassified.)
to identify and may be iso- to hyperechoic and color Doppler may show central feeding artery. The lesion remains hypodense to the liver on unenhanced CT. Typical imaging features of FNH observed on noncontrast MR sequences include a T2-hyperintense central scar, which is also T1 hypointense and hyperintense on the ADC map. About 22% of lesions can show intralesional fat, and these steatotic varieties of FNH need to be differentiated from hepatic adenomas.9–12

On CEUS, CT, and MRI, FNH shows homogenous arterial phase hyperenhancement due to central feeding arterial supply.9 Large feeding artery in the central scar is best demonstrated in the early arterial phase and therefore is usually not visualized as routinely late arterial phase is acquired. The lesion remains isoenhancing in the portal venous and late phases in all three modalities with a central scar showing enhancement in the late phases (►Fig. 3).10 FNH is therefore often termed “stealth” lesion because other than the arterial postcontrast phase, it may appear similar to the surrounding liver parenchyma on imaging modalities.9 Additionally, a characteristic “spoke wheel” pattern of centrifugal fill-in may be seen on real-time CEUS images.

The hallmark feature is retention of contrast in the HBP while using hepatobiliary MRI contrast agents. Recently, however, four types of uptake have been documented with use of hepatocyte-specific contrast agents: (1) homogeneously hyperintense, (2) heterogeneously hyperintense, (3) homogeneously isointense, and (4) hypointense with peripheral ring uptake. This feature of contrast retention in the HBP is, however, not specific and may be seen in intrahepatic cholangiocarcinomas (targetoid pattern) and well-differentiated HCCs.

Atypical imaging features of FNH include size >10 cm, presence of intralesional fat, calcification typically in the central scar, absence of APHE, and signal hypointensity in the HBP.

HCA is the most important differential of FNH since it occurs in the same demographics and also shows APHE.8,9 Differentiation is of paramount importance since HCAs are at risk of malignant transformation and bleeding. β-catenin and inflammatory subtype HCA may show a central scar and enhancement in the HBP, which can add to the diagnostic confusion.9 Distinguishing features are highlighted in ►Table 2.

Another important differential to consider is the fibrolamellar variant of HCC, which also shows arterial phase hyperenhancement and a central stellate scar. The central scar of fibrolamellar HCC, however, shows calcification and is typically T2 hypointense in contrast to FNH, which is typically T2 hyperintense. Additionally, a fibrolamellar HCC does not show uptake with hepatocyte-specific contrast agents.13

FNH-like nodules may be seen in alcoholic liver disease, postchemotherapy, and hepatic vascular diseases like

---

**Fig. 3** Focal nodular hyperplasia in a 17-year-old adolescent girl with incidentally detected liver mass on ultrasonography (USG). Grayscale ultrasound image shows (A) a lobulated hyperechoic mass in the right lobe with an irregular central hypoechogenicity and (B) mild vascularity on doppler. Arterial phase axial CECT image shows (C) a circumscribed avidly enhancing mass in segments VII and VI, which appears iso- to mildly hyperenhancing on (D) portal venous and (E) delayed phases. An irregular central nonenhancing component is also seen on all phases (arrows) showing mild delayed enhancement, suggestive of scar. The lesion is (F) hypointense on T1 and (G) mildly hyperintense on fat-suppressed T2-weighted images with an irregular central hyperintensity representative of the scar (arrow). (H) Nonim arterial hyper-enhancement is observed and the lesion remains mildly hyperintense on (I) portal venous and (J) hepatic venous phases. (K) There is enhancement of the central scar in the delayed phase (arrow).
Radiological features to distinguish hepatocellular adenomas and focal nodular hyperplasia on multiparametric magnetic resonance imaging (MRI)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Hepatocellular adenoma</th>
<th>Focal nodular hyperplasia</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Noncontrast features</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. Heterogeneity</td>
<td>Heterogeneous due to hemorrhage and necrosis</td>
<td>Relatively homogeneous</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. T1-weighted image</td>
<td>Varies with subtype; hyperintense due to hemorrhage; signal drop in T1-opposed phase in hepatocyte nuclear factor 1 alpha (HNF-1α) variety</td>
<td>No specific features in typical lesions; hypointense</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. T2-weighted image</td>
<td>No specific features</td>
<td>Stellate hyperintense central scar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Postcontrast imaging</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Type of arterial phase hyperenhancement</td>
<td>Typically heterogeneous nonrim APHE</td>
<td>Homogenous nonrim APHE with a large central feeding artery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Delayed phase</td>
<td>Absent scar</td>
<td>Enhancement of the central stellate scar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Uptake of contrast on hepatobiliary phase (most reliable)</td>
<td>Absent</td>
<td>Present</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abbreviations: APHE, arterial phase hyperenhancement.

extrahepatic portal venous obstruction (EHPVO) and Abernethy malformations. These are identical to FNH on imaging and histology but occur in the background of inflow, outflow, and microvascular-related disturbances. FNH-like lesions are typically multiple, small, and peripheral. They may show washout in the venous phase; therefore, ancillary features like T2 hyperintensity, restricted diffusion, and growth on serial MRs have to be relied upon to differentiate from HCCs.

Regenerative Nodules
Hepatocellular nodules are frequently seen in cirrhosis and other chronic liver disorders like Budd–Chiari syndrome and are broadly categorized into regenerative and dysplastic nodules. Inciting stimuli for formation of such nodules possibly include modified circulation and inflammation.

Regenerative nodules can be classified on the basis of size into micronodules (<3 mm) or macronodules (≥3 mm). In addition, large nodules with sizes up to 5 cm have also been documented in the literature.

The lesions may show increased echogenicity on US or diffusely heterogeneous liver parenchyma. A characteristic finding of a thin hyperechoic rim surrounding the iso- to hypoechoic lesions thereby resembling a “coral reef atoll” has also been described on grayscale US and is referred to as the “atoll sign.”

On unenhanced CT, the lesions are isodense. APHE is not seen and the lesions appear iso- to mildly hypodense on the portal/venous and delayed phases. The surrounding fibrotic strands may be identified, making these lesions more conspicuous in the later phases.

On MRI, regenerative nodules are seen as sharply circum-scribed low signal intensity lesions within the liver parenchyma on unenhanced T2- and T2*-weighted images, with variable signals on T1-weighted images. Lipid-containing regenerative nodules in addition may display signal loss in out-of-phase GRE images in comparison with the in-phase images. Appearance on CE MRI demonstrates features similar to CT in routine phases.

Hepatocellular-specific agents have been demonstrated to improve the accuracy to distinguish regenerative from dysplastic nodules. Since the uptake and excretion of such agents is retained in regenerative nodules, they typically enhance to the same degree as the adjacent liver in the HBP, thereby resulting in a homogeneous appearance. Regenerative nodules possessing sufficient hepatocellular uptake but not excretory function show a hyperintense signal.

Since most regenerative nodules retain a phagocytic function, they are superparamagnetic iron oxide (SPIO) avid and appear hypointense on SPIO-enhanced T2- and T2*-weighted images.

With respect to size, nodules with a diameter of more than 15 mm at imaging have an increased likelihood of being dysplastic or malignant. However, preserved uptake in the HBP and SPIO retention on T2 and T2* phases suggest benignity. Differentiating features in between regenerative and dysplastic nodules and small HCCs are presented in Table 3 (Fig. 4).

Tumors of Cholangiocellular Origin
These tumors originate from the biliary epithelium and usually do not communicate with the biliary tree. Benign tumors included in this category are simple cysts, hamartomas and peribiliary cysts, and borderline lesions are mucinous cystic neoplasms (MCNs).

Hepatic Cysts
Hepatic cysts are commonly encountered benign developmental cystic lesions of the liver and present in 2.5% of the population. They originate from hamartomatous tissue, are lined by the biliary epithelium, and contain serous fluid. Despite the origin, they have no communication with the biliary tree. They can be solitary or multiple, the latter being
common. On US, they are well-defined round or oval anechoic lesions with posterior acoustic enhancement. They are homogeneously hypoattenuating on the NCCT with no enhancement on postcontrast images. At MRI, these are homogeneously low signal on T1 and very high signal on T2W images owing to their fluid content and no enhancement on postcontrast images (Fig. 5). Simple cysts may get rarely complicated by intracystic hemorrhage, which shows hyperintensity on both T1-weighted and T2W images and fluid–fluid levels. Multiple hepatic cysts are seen in polycystic liver disease, an autosomal dominant disorder often found in association with autosomal dominant polycystic kidney disease. Intracystic hemorrhagic complications are more frequently encountered in polycystic liver disease than in simple hepatic cysts.

**Table 3** Magnetic resonance (MR) features to distinguish regenerating nodules from dysplastic nodules and hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Regenerative nodule</th>
<th>High-grade dysplastic nodule</th>
<th>Hepatocellular carcinoma</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Noncontrast imaging</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. T1-weighted image</td>
<td>Iso- to hyperintense</td>
<td>Iso- to hyperintense</td>
<td>Hypointense; hyperintense in cases of intraliteral fat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. T2-weighted image</td>
<td>Iso- to hypointense</td>
<td>Iso- to hypointense</td>
<td>Characteristically hyperintense</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Postcontrast imaging</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Arterial phase hyperenhancement</td>
<td>Absent</td>
<td>Present; nonrim</td>
<td>Present; nonrim</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Washout in portal venous/delayed phase</td>
<td>Typically iso- to hyperintense on both phases</td>
<td>Absent</td>
<td>Present</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Uptake of contrast on hepatobiliary phase</td>
<td>Present; with consequent homogeneous appearance of the liver</td>
<td>Absent</td>
<td>Absent</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Fig. 4** Multiple regenerative nodules in the background of cirrhosis. (A) Axial T1WI image showing multiple T1 hyperintense, which are isointense on (B) T2-weighted image (T2WI) and (C) isointense on postcontrast late arterial phase images. (D,E) Siderotic nodule and HCC coexisting in a 54-year-old male patient with alcoholic cirrhosis. (D) Axial T1 and (E) T2 W images show a siderotic nodule (arrow heads, D and E) in left lobe appearing hyperintense on T1WI and hypointense on T2WI. HCC (closed arrow) in segment VIII in contrast shows hyperintense signal on T2WI with hypointensity on T1WI. (F-H) Small hepatocellular carcinoma in a 57-year-old male patient with cirrhosis. (F) Axial T2 image shows a relatively iso-/hyperintense on T2WI with (G) non rim arterial phase hyperenhancement and (H) washout with enhancing capsule on portovenous phase images.

**Bile Duct Hamartomas**

Bile duct hamartomas, also known as von Meyenburg complexes, result from failure of involution of embryonic bile ducts. They are asymptomatic and incidentally detected on imaging, laparotomy, or autopsy. They appear as tiny hypoechoic lesions with comet tail echoes on USG; the anechoic cystic appearance may be difficult to appreciate. On CT, multiple small hypoattenuating cyst like lesions can be observed in both lobes of the liver. In contrast to simple hepatic cysts, bile duct hamartomas are much more numerous, in both liver lobes, smaller and uniform in size (≤1.5 cm), and irregular in outline. Usually, no appreciable enhancement is seen; however, some mural nodular enhancement may be seen. In magnetic resonance cholangiopancreatography (MRCP) images, they appear as small
cystic lesions without any communication with the biliary tree (►Fig. 6).

**Peribiliary Cysts**

Peribiliary cysts are cystic dilatation of the bile ducts that are usually associated with cirrhosis and portal hypertension. Commonly, these cysts occur in the large central ducts and near the hepatic hilum. These are benign cysts; however, rarely bile duct obstruction can be seen due to large cysts. In the US, rounded or tubular anechoic structures are seen along the portal tracts, findings that may be mistaken for dilated bile ducts. Similarly, hypoattenuating cystic structures are seen on CT and hyperintense cystic structures are seen on T2W MR images in peripoortal locations (►Fig. 7).

**Mucinous Cystic Neoplasm of the Liver**

Mucinous cystic neoplasms (MCNs), formerly known as biliary cystadenomas, are rare cystic mucinous neoplasms of the liver. They are benign, but there is a high risk (20–23%) of transformation to invasive cancer. The lesions are variable in size and large lesions up to 35 cm have been reported with almost exclusive involvement of the left hepatic lobe. They have been found to have ovarian stroma on histopathological analysis. On imaging, MCNs are cystic, multilocular with multiple internal septations and mural nodularity. These thin septations exhibit enhancement on postcontrast images, which tends to be smooth and regular (►Fig. 8). Distinction between benign and malignant MCN-L remains difficult on imaging, although features like irregular thick septal enhancement, calcifications, and mural nodularity suggest the presence of the latter. The role of serum tumor markers such as carcinoembryonic antigen (CEA) and cancer antigen 19–9 (CA19–9) remains limited for differentiation, with the levels ranging from marked elevation to normal in invasive carcinoma. CEAs and CA19–9 levels in cyst fluid also have limited utility for differentiating MCN from non-neoplastic entities. Imaging findings requiring sampling include mural nodules, wall enhancement, and calcifications as these have been found to be significantly associated with malignancy on surgical exploration.

The two major differential diagnoses include complicated simple cysts and hydatid cysts. Simple cysts usually lack or have thin incomplete nonenhancing septations and are often multiple, which allows a fairly confident diagnosis. While hydatid cysts preferentially affect the right lobe, a lesion within the left liver is more suggestive of benign MCN. Mural or septal calcifications, a multicystic honeycomb pattern (due to multiple daughter cysts), and visualization of membranes of broken daughter vesicles, which appear as "serpentine linear structures" within the cyst, are the specific features of hydatid disease.

**Tumors of Mesenchymal Origin**

This category incorporates lesions originating from the hepatic stromal elements. The most common lesion incorporated is hemangioma along with rarer neoplasms like lipoma, angiomyolipomas (AMLs), paragangliomas, and pseudotumors.

**Hemangiomas**

Hemangiomas comprise the most frequent benign liver lesions and are commonly detected incidentally. These lesions consist of blood-filled vascular spaces and hence are classified under low-flow vascular malformations as per the latest International...
Society for the Study of Vascular Anomalies (ISSVA) guidelines. Hemangiomas can have varied presentations on imaging and have been broadly categorized into typical and atypical forms. In addition, they can be categorized on the basis of size criteria into small (<1.5 cm), medium (1.5–5 cm), and large (>5 cm). Lesions greater than 10 cm are termed as giant hemangiomas.

**Typical Hemangiomas**

These lesions are typically less than 3 cm in size and consist of mainly two types: cavernous and flash-filling hemangiomas.

**Cavernous Hemangiomas**

Such hemangiomas are so called as they contain multiple cavernous vascular spaces in histology. They appear as homogeneously hyperechoic lesions on US and demonstrate posterior acoustic enhancement. The echogenicity is attributed to the cavernous spaces acting as multiple interfaces due to intervening fibrous stroma, thereby leading to multiple reflections. In addition, there is apparent continuous movement of the speckled echogenicity within the lesion on US, a phenomenon known as the “fluttering sign.” A lesion can be confidently diagnosed as hemangioma on US if it is well defined, homogeneously echogenic, less than 3 cm, and in the absence of cirrhosis or any malignancy.

On NCCT, cavernous hemangiomas (CHs) typically remain isodense to the liver vessels. Postcontrast injection, they show a characteristic pattern of peripheral nodular discontinuous enhancement, which shows similar density as that of the blood pool in all the phases (Fig. 9). There is progressive centripetal fill-in, which may even become complete in the delayed phase. However, sometimes a complete fill-in of CHs may require even more than 15 minutes on CT and MR examinations. A similar pattern of enhancement is observed in CEUS.

As for all hepatic lesions, MRI remains the imaging modality of choice for hemangiomas with the lesions showing a homogeneously high signal similar to that of cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) on T2W images, known as “light bulb sign” and lobulated margins. They remain hypointense on T1 and do not demonstrate diffusion restriction (Fig. 10). Sometimes a “pseudo-washout” pattern has been observed on the 3-minute transitional phase with the use of Gd-EOB-DTPA (gadoxetate; trade name: Eovist) as the hepatocyte-specific contrast agent, which may lead to a misdiagnosis. This occurs due to fast pharmacokinetics of gadoxetate disodium, with its early washout from the vascular spaces.

---

**Fig. 7** Peribiliary cysts in a pediatric patient with type I choledochal cyst. (A) Coronal T2-weighted and (B) magnetic resonance cholangiopancreatography (MRCP) images show saccular dilatation of CBD (asterisks) with multiple tiny round to tubular hyperintense cysts (arrows) in both lobes, which are preferentially located along the portal tracts (B), but do not appear to communicate with the biliary tree.

**Fig. 8** Mucinous cystic neoplasm of the liver (MCN-L) in a 40-year-old woman. Axial contrast-enhanced computed tomography (CECT) images in (A) arterial and (B) venous phases show a large multiloculated cystic lesion with multiple enhancing septations occupying and expanding the left lobe of the liver. (C) Coronal postcontrast image in venous phase shows few punctate calcifications (arrows) within the lesion. Diagnosis was subsequently confirmed post resection.
of the CH and increased enhancement of the surrounding liver parenchyma. As hemangiomas do not contain hepatocytes, they appear hypointense in the HBP.39

**Flash-Filling Hemangiomas**

Also known as rapidly filling or capillary hemangiomas, flash-filling hemangiomas (FFHs) present as small lesions (<1.5 cm) and shows prompt, avid, and homogeneous enhancement in the arterial phase on CT/MRI with a density/intensity equivalent to that of the aorta during all dynamic phases (Fig. 11). A “pseudo-washout” in the delayed phase in hepatobiliary MRI using Gd-EOB-DTPA can also be observed. FFHs are associated with an arterio-portal shunt and transient perilesional enhancement, which is attributed to perfusion abnormalities, also known as transient hepatic enhancement difference (THED).35,39

**Atypical Hemangiomas**

Hemangiomas occasionally may not display the classically mentioned enhancement characteristics, and it is imperative to recognize these lesions for formulating the correct diagnosis.38 One such example includes sclerosed hemangioma (SH), also known as thrombosed or hyalinized hemangioma. These lesions are consequent to degeneration and consist of extensive fibrous tissue, which leads to obliteration of the vascular spaces. The fibrosis typically begins in the center of the lesion and can involve the entire hemangioma.35,38 These lesions appear as irregular heterogeneous masses on US, CT, and MRI with loss of T2 hyperintensity on MR owing to the fibrosis. In the arterial phase, the lesions display slight rim enhancement with occasional nonperipheral nodular enhancement, which may persist in the venous phase, thus appearing as bright dots within the hypodense/hypointense lesion that has also been referred to as the “bright dot sign.”40 Contrary to the typical counterparts, SHs demonstrate slow progressive fill-in and may remain nonenhancing several hours postcontrast administration.35,38

Other features of SHs include volume loss, capsular retraction, and wedge-shaped regions of THED in the surrounding parenchyma on CT and MRI. Although the diagnosis of SH may be suggested, histological proof is often necessary. Common differentials include hypovascular lesions including metastases and cholangiocarcinoma.35

**Angiomyolipoma**

These rare benign tumors subgrouped under the umbrella category of perivascular epithelioid cell tumors (PEComas) are composed of smooth muscles with blood vessels and...
adipose tissue. Most occur sporadically; however, an association with tuberous sclerosis is well documented.\textsuperscript{1}

On US, hepatic AMLs appear as circumscribed hyperechoic lesions and therefore simulate hemangiomas. They may show subtle shadowing and are generally hypervascular on Doppler imaging.\textsuperscript{41}

CT demonstrates areas of macroscopic fat with marked enhancement and visualization of large central vessels in the arterial phase. In MRI, macroscopic fat may be detected by using fat suppression techniques, based on the distribution and degree of adipose tissue.\textsuperscript{1} Imaging with in-phase and opposed-phase gradient echo T1-weighted sequences helps in detection of microscopic fat.\textsuperscript{1,41} The T2 signal and enhancement pattern is determined by the relative proportion of the epithelioid (angiomatous) and myomatous elements.\textsuperscript{42,43} Hypervascular epithelioid components show high T2 signal with intense APHE and venous phase washout. In contrast, the myomatous components remain T2 hypointense and hypo-enhancing in the arterial phase and there is progressive enhancement in the venous and delayed phases.\textsuperscript{42} The presence of an early draining hepatic vein points toward the diagnosis of AML. In the HBP, the tumor is usually hypointense with variable diffusion restriction on DWI.\textsuperscript{44}

**Lipoma**

Although lipomas are rarely encountered in the liver, they typically do not represent a diagnostic challenge due to typical CT and MR features. On US, hepatic lipomas are seen as well-circumscribed echogenic lesions with or without acoustic shadowing (\textsuperscript{-}Fig. 12). Lipomas in the liver are homogeneously hypoattenuating on CT and do not show enhancement on postcontrast images (\textsuperscript{-}Fig. 11).\textsuperscript{1} MRI shows bulk fat within the lesion using fat suppression techniques.\textsuperscript{1}

**Paraganglioma**

Paragangliomas represent rare tumors of neural crest origin and are generally benign. They are typically seen along the sympathetic chain; however, numerous intra-abdominal locations have been described, including the liver. Just like the majority of mesenchymal tumors, they show nonspecific imaging characteristics on CT and MRI.\textsuperscript{45} On CT, they appear as smooth, well-circumscribed lesions with avid contrast enhancement and occasional cystic areas and punctate calcifications.\textsuperscript{1,45} MRI demonstrates high signal intensity as compared with the surrounding liver on T2W images with intervening hypointense internal septa and avid enhancement after contrast administration.\textsuperscript{45}

**Inflammatory Pseudotumor**

Inflammatory pseudotumor or inflammatory myofibroblastic tumor is a benign hepatic tumor composed of inflammatory cells and fibrous stroma.\textsuperscript{46} On US, the lesions may appear hypo- or hyperechoic with increase through transmission and multiple septa.\textsuperscript{1} The lesions may be homogeneous or heterogeneous on CT. They are hypoattenuating to liver parenchyma on noncontrast images with varying patterns of enhancement.\textsuperscript{47} Generally, they show mild, irregular hypo-enhancement in the arterial phase with delayed enhancement in the portal venous or delayed phases, which is reflective of the fibrotic nature of these tumors.\textsuperscript{47,48} A peripheral enhancement pattern with multiple internal septations has also been described.\textsuperscript{46,49} Coarse calcification and capsular retraction are other documented features. MRI

**Fig. 11** Flash filling hemangioma. Axial contrast-enhanced computed tomography (CECT) image in the (A) arterial phase shows a small well-marginated lesion in segment VII with avid homogeneous enhancement (arrow), which persists in the (B) portal venous phase. (C) The lesion is masked on delayed phase due to similar enhancement with the rest of the liver parenchyma. Also, the degree of enhancement matches with that of vessels. (D) Axial CECT image in the portal venous phase at a caudal section demonstrates another hemangioma in segment III (arrow).

**Fig. 12** Multiple liver lipomas. (A,B) Grayscale ultrasound images show multiple well-circumscribed homogeneously hyperechoic hepatic lesions that show diffuse fat attenuation on the (C) corresponding axial contrast-enhanced computed tomography (CECT) image.
Fig. 13  (A) Approach to a solid hepatic mass on magnetic resonance imaging (MRI). (B) Approach to solid mass with nonrim arterial phase hyperenhancement (APHE). (C) Approach to a cystic hepatic mass on MRI. *For a solid mass with nonrim APHE, refer to Fig. 13b.
appearance includes T1 and T2 hypointensity owing to the presence of fibrosis with enhancement in the delayed-phase postgadolinium administration.\textsuperscript{49}

**Conclusion**

Benign liver tumors are classified on the basis of their cell of origin into hepatocellular, cholangiocellular, and mesenchymal tumors. Systematic evaluation of the enhancement characteristics on cross-sectional imaging can help the radiologist reach the proper diagnosis. An algorithmic approach on CE MRI may assist in achieving this as has been described in \textsuperscript{ Fig. 13.}
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